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Clear Speech, Second Edition, is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for intermediate and advanced students
of English. The Audio Cassettes contain the listening material for all of the listening tasks, as well as the Clear Listening Test.
This book of supplementary grammar exercises for elementary and lower intermediate students of English accompanies the
second edition of Essential Grammar in Use. It contains a wealth of additional exercises which provide students with further
practice of the grammar they have studied. * Provides challenging contrastive practice of the forms students of this level find most
difficult. * Offers a wide variety of interesting exercise types with clear illustration. * Is clearly cross-referenced to the second
edition of Essential Grammar in Use but is flexible enough to be used independently. * Contains useful revision material suitable
for class use or for homework.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced students need, especially with the essential
skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English
stays up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner
Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work together * Colour pictures: 16
full page colour pictures On the CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to help improve
pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are
working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are
writing * Hundreds of interactive exercises
"The Teacher's grammar of English enables English language teachers and teachers-in-training to fully understand and effectively
teach English grammar. With comprehensive presentation of form, meaning, and usage, along with practical exercises and advice
on teaaching difficult structures, it is both a complete grammar course and an essential reference text."--Back cover.
This is a bilingual (English/Korean) edition of Basic Grammar in Use (With Answers) Second Edition (0521626005) targeted at
learners in Korea whose mother tongue is Korean and whose command of English is relatively weak. The classic In Use format
remains, with explanation and examples on the left page followed by exercises on the right. As in the original, there are seven
Appendices, Additional Exercises, a Study Guide and Answer Key. In the Korean Edition, grammatical explanation and
terminology as well as selected example sentences (or parts of sentences) are translated on the left page. On the right page,
exercise instructions are translated. There is a modest amount of content adaptation, typically consisting of additional explanation
or examples for grammar areas which are identified as a weak spot for Korean learners. The page dimensions and extent of the
Korean Edition remain the same as the monolingual edition. The Korean Edition does not contain a CD. In keeping with many
locally-produced Korean textbooks, the cover comes with a front and back fold-over flap. We envisage biographical information on
the author and adapter on the front fold-over, and some marketing of related products to be placed on the back fold-over.
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Modern Spanish Grammar: A Practical Guide is an innovative reference guide to Spanish, combining traditional and functionbased grammar in a single volume.The Grammar is divided into two parts. The shorter section covers traditional grammatical
categories such as word order, nouns, verbs and adjectives. The larger section is carefully organized around language functions
and notions such as: giving and seeking information putting actions into context * expressing likes, dislikes and preferences
comparing objects and actions.All grammar points and functions are richly illustrated and information is provided on register and
relevant cultural background. Written by experienced teachers and academics, the Grammar has a strong emphasis on
contemporary usage. Particular attention is paid to indexing and cross-referencing across the two sections. This is the ideal
reference grammar for learners of Spanish at all levels, from elementary to advanced. It will prove invaluable to those with little
experience of formal grammar, as no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and a glossary of terms is provided.
The book will also be useful to teachers seeking back-up to functional syllabuses, and to designers of Spanish courses.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or
access to any online entitlements included with the product. Say adios to your fears of learning Spanish with the updated premium
edition of this fast, painless guide The updated third edition of Spanish DeMYSTiFieD provides you with the comprehensive, stepby-step educational experience that has made the DeMYSTiFieD language series such a success. This established, unintimidating
approach to speaking, reading, and writing a new language takes the mystery and menace out of the learning process, whether in
class or at home. Hundreds of quiz and test questions, chapter-opening objectives, and specific recommendations for difficult
subtopics and individual weaknesses help you learn basic grammar structures and verb tenses, pronunciation, essential
vocabulary, and how to communicate with confidence. In addition to DeMYSTiFieD’s time-tested strategies, this edition features
90 minutes of streaming audio recordings and chapter review quizzes via the unique McGraw-Hill Language Lab app, so you can
enhance your study via mobile or online, at home or on the go.
Essential SpanishGrammar will help you get more out of your study of Spanish. Now in a brand new edition with new, easy-tofollow page design and interactive on-line features.
Learning the ins and outs of a new language can be a long and tedious process - especially when it comes to grammar. Yet good
grammar is an essential aspect of fluency - one you cannot fake. With The Everything Spanish Grammar Book as your guide,
you'll master the grammar essentials of this beautiful language in no time, thanks to expert step-by-step instruction. Invaluable
tools include: Verb tables for fast sentence structuring Chapter-by-chapter linguistic breakdowns for quick reference Reinforcing
exercises at the end of each section Usage and pronunciation tips for speakers of all levels English-Spanish and Spanish-English
dictionaries to give you the right word Complete review of verb construction Vocabulary-building methods Speak like a native with
The Everything Spanish Grammar Book - your key to understanding the grammar, syntax, and sentence structure of the Spanish
language.
Essential grammar reference and practice for anyone using English in a business context. Grammar for Business is a must-have
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for intermediate business students and anyone using English in the workplace. It provides clear explanations and authentic
practice of the most essential language used in business English. Designed to help you improve your communication skills in real
business situations, it includes a unique focus on spoken as well as written grammar, and practical tips on areas such as
organising presentations, negotiating and giving your opinion. Ideal for classroom use and self study.
This is an adaptation of Essential Grammar in Use for Thai elementary learners.
Spanish: An Essential Grammar is a concise and user friendly reference guide to the most important aspects of Spanish. It
presents a fresh and accessible description of the language that combines traditional and function-based grammar. The book sets
out the complexities of Spanish in short, readable sections, and explanations are clear and free from jargon. The Grammar is the
ideal reference source for the learner and user of Spanish. It is suitable for either independent study or for students in schools,
colleges, universities and adult classes of all types. Features include: Clear distinctions between the essential and basic aspects of
Spanish grammar and those that are more complex; Full use of authentic examples; Easy to understand explanations of areas that
customarily pose problems for English speakers; Detailed contents list and index for easy access to information.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to
200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby
of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the
office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the
tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or
not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone
who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to
relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to
improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This
book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so
with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The
Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm
way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
The second edition of Grammar in Use: Intermediate contains nine units of new material, more exercises, and a free Audio CD
with recordings of example sentences. Two new sections have also been added: Additional Exercises, which give students the
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opportunity to consolidate what they have learned; and the Study Guide, which helps students determine which units they need to
study. Grammar in Use: Intermediate is suitable for students who are preparing for the TOEFL and other standard examinations.
The workbook provides students with further practice opportunities.
Essential English Grammar is a grammar reference and practice book for elementary learners. Modeled on Raymond Murphy's highly
successful Intermediate English Grammar, it concentrates on areas of grammar normally taught at elementary level.
"CD-ROM provides over 200 extra exercises to help you practice the grammar presented"--P. [3] of cover.
Basic Grammar in Use (Japanese Edition) is a bilingual (English / Japanese) edition of Basic Grammar in Use (With Answers) Second Edition
(0521626005) targeted at learners in Japan whose mother tongue is Japanese and whose command of English is relatively weak. The classic
In Use format remains, with explanation and examples on the left page followed by exercises on the right. As in the monolingual edition, there
are seven Appendices, Additional Exercises, a Study Guide and Answer Key. In the Japanese Edition, grammatical explanation and
terminology as well as selected example sentences (or parts of sentences) are translated on the left page. On the right page, exercise
instuctions are translated. There is a modest amount of content adaptation, typically consisting of additional explanation or examples for
grammar which is identified as a weak spot for Japanese learners. As the book is for sale in in the locally-produced EFL materials section of
Japanese bookstores, the dimensions of the book have been reduced. The extent remains the same as in the original. The Japanese Edition
does not contain a CD.
This thorough adaptation of Essential Grammar in Use is specially designed for Spanish speaking learners of English at elementary level. It
focuses on areas of English which could be problematic for native Spanish speakers, giving clear, accurate explanations in Spanish,
accompanied by numerous examples and illustrations, and takes a contrastive look at the two languages. * explanations on left-hand pages
and exercises on the right * supplements the right-hand page exercises with translation exercises highlighting differences between English
and Spanish, appropriate at this level * contents and detailed index enable users to select appropriate units * appendices deal with irregular
verbs, short forms, spelling and phrasal verbs * provides a comprehensive key to exercises
Spanish: An Essential Grammar is a concise and user-friendly reference guide to the most important aspects of Spanish. It presents a fresh
and accessible description of the language that combines traditional and function-based grammar. The book sets out the complexities of
Spanish in short, readable sections, and explanations are clear and free from jargon. The Grammar is the ideal reference source for the
learner and user of Spanish. It is suitable for either independent study or for students in schools, colleges, universities and adult classes of all
types. Features include: * clear distinctions between the essential and basic aspects of Spanish grammar and those that are more complex *
full use of authentic examples * easy to understand explanations of areas that customarily pose problems for English speakers * detailed
contents list and index for easy access to information.
A fully updated version of the best-selling Essential Grammar in Use for Spanish learners. Essential Grammar in Use Spanish edition covers
all the language areas needed by Spanish-speaking students at elementary level. A new design with completely renovated illustrations, along
with revised and updated examples, makes the book even more accessible. It includes clear explanations in Spanish and translation
exercises, allowing students to translate examples of each grammar point from Spanish into English. This edition comes without answers.
There is also a version with answers and access to the interactive eBook, available separately.
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The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. To accompany Essential Grammar in Use Fourth edition, Essential Grammar
in Use Supplementary Exercises provides elementary-level learners with extra practice of the grammar covered in the main book. The easyto-follow exercises and full answer key make this supplementary book ideal for independent study. Extra activities for Essential Grammar in
Use are also available as a mobile app for smartphones and tablet devices, available to purchase separately from the App Store (iOS) and
Google Play (Android).
Catalan: An Essential Grammar is a concise and convenient guide to the basic grammatical structure of Catalan. Presenting a fresh and
accessible description of the language, this engaging Grammar uses clear explanations and sets out the complexities of Catalan in short,
readable sections clarified by examples. Quick reference overviews are also provided in the appendix. Catalan: An Essential Grammar is the
ideal reference grammar for all learners of Catalan, whether class-based or independent, looking to progress beyond beginner level.
DIVLogical, developmental presentation includes all the necessary tools for speech and comprehension and features numerous shortcuts
and timesavers. Ideal as an introduction, supplement, or refresher. /div
The highly original satire about Oedipa Maas, a woman who finds herself enmeshed in a worldwide conspiracy, meets some extremely
interesting characters and attains a not inconsiderable amount of self-knowledge.
This new edition has been updated and revised to accompany the Fifth edition of English Grammar in Use, the first choice for intermediate
(B1-B2) learners. This book contains 200 varied exercises to provide learners with extra practice of the grammar they have studied.
Grammar in Use Intermediate is a highly successful grammar text known for its clear, concise explanations and innovative format. The
Grammar in Use Intermediate Third edition Workbook provides students with further opportunities to practice difficult grammar points and
consolidate their understanding of related topics covered in Grammar in Use Intermediate Third edition. It offers a wide range of challenging
activities and opportunities to work with grammar structures in meaningful contexts. This edition, without answers, is ideal for classroom use.
Essential Grammar in Use is available with a promotional bonus extra CD-ROM. The CD-ROM contains: * over 150 interactive grammar
questions * instant scoring and feedback * electronic study guides for students to check their level * printable grammar reference pullout
panels * introduction to the range of Cambridge Learner's Dictionaries
Logical, developmental presentation includes all the necessary tools for speech and comprehension and features numerous shortcuts and
timesavers. Ideal as an introduction, supplement, or refresher.

The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. Basic Grammar in Use Fourth Edition is an American
English self-study reference and practice book for beginner level learners (A1-B1). With simple explanations, clear
examples, and easy to understand exercises, it is perfect for students who are learning on their own, but can also be
used in the classroom. It comes with an easy to use answer key in the back of the book.
Contains lessons on Spanish grammar followed by related exercises, with reading texts that encourage an understanding
of the culture of Spanish-speaking countries.
"In addition, the book comes with a CD-ROM which contains: - All the classroom material from the book in A4 size, ready
to be printed out and photocopied ; - All the artwork from the book in color for you to print out or display on-screen for
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your class." -- Back cover.
A Student Grammar of Spanish, first published in 2006, is a concise introduction to Spanish grammar, designed for
English-speaking undergraduates. Assuming no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology, it explains each aspect of
Spanish grammar in clear and simple terms, provides a wealth of glossed examples to illustrate them, and helps students
to put their learning into practice through a range of fun and engaging exercises. Clearly organized into thirty units, each
covering a different aspect of the grammar, the book functions both as an essential reference guide and a
comprehensive workbook. Individual topics can be looked up via a user-friendly cross-referencing system, and concise
definitions are provided in a useful glossary of grammatical terms. The exercises, which include paired and group
activities, are suitable for both classroom use and self-study. Each unit is split into two levels, basic and intermediate,
making this grammar the perfect accompaniment to any first or second year undergraduate course.
The essential grammar within a full International Spanish course. Following the author's specific experience and interest,
the intention of this book is to provide all the relevant material within a full International Spanish course, with the Englishspeaking students in mind; presenting all the essential grammar, from basic to advanced, plus additional information,
hints and observations, in a simple and logical way with which the readers/students can build their language skills. All
topics are explained in English, with examples in both Spanish and English. The material includes Present, Past and
Future Tenses, both Simple and Compound, in their Indicative and Subjunctive moods, Commands, Articles, Nouns,
Adjectives, Gender and Number Agreement, Adverbs, Prepositions, Object Pronouns (Direct, Indirect and Double),
Reflexive Verbs, Irregular Verbs, Conjunctions, Relatives, Prefixes and Suffixes, Weather Expressions, Numbers, Days
and Months, Pronunciation, and more. Much of the information and the way it is presented are the direct result of the
author's interaction with his students during learning sessions, taking as a great feedback their typical questions and
struggles as English speakers approaching the Spanish language. This book is intended as a Supplemental Book;
exercises and vocabulary are not provided. It makes an excellent "portable tutor" for the extensive material covered in an
easy-to-carry size.
This third edition of Modern Hebrew: An Essential Grammar is an up-to-date and practical reference guide to the most
important aspects of modern Hebrew, as used by contemporary native speakers of the language. Presenting an
accessible description of the language, this user-friendly text focuses on the real patterns of use today. A reference
source for the learner and user of Hebrew irrespective of level, it sets out the complexities of the language in short,
readable sections that are clear and free from jargon. Features of this updated edition include: * expanded coverage of
nouns, verbs and adjectives * more examples throughout * a full exercise key * a glossary of grammatical terms. Well
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presented and easy to use, Modern Hebrew: An Essential Grammar is ideal either for independent study or for students
in schools, colleges, universities and adult education.
Essential Grammar in Use Third edition is a fully updated version of this best-selling grammar title. Now in full colour, with
new content and even more exercises, this updated edition retains all the key features of clarity and ease-of-use that
have made the book so popular with learners and teachers alike. Designed to be flexible, the Third edition is available
both with and without answers, making it ideal for self-study, but also suitable for reinforcement work in the classroom.
The 'with answers' version of the book comes with a handy pull-out reference panel which allows learners to review key
grammar points at a glance. It is also available with a CD-ROM, offering extra practice of all the grammar covered at this
level.
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